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What you likely don’t picture when you think of wild horses are the ... of the historic and pioneer spirit of the West.” She started out by adopting untamed mustangs directly from the ...

Where wild mustangs from the West come for Florida ‘healing’
Film Made by Director of Disney’s “Black Beauty” Film, Along with Rally Led by Top D.C. Lobbyists and Advocates, are the Last Hope for the Onaqui Horses Set to be Rounded Up by Helicopter Next Week ...

President Biden's Wild Horse Roundups Bring Surge in Advocacy with Rally Near White House, Film Release, and Billboard Truck
America's Wild Horses: The History of the Western Mustang Which makes it all the ... burros “living symbols of the historic and pioneer spirit of the West,” passed a law that led to new ...

How the Mustang, the Symbol of the Frontier, Became a Nuisance
Many Canadians were shaken by recent wildfires in BC following a historic heat wave. The entire town of Lytton was turned to ash and lives and livelihoods ...

Can Wild Horses Help Prevent Wildfires in the West?
Based on Netflix’s “Spirit Riding Free,” a cartoon series ... other than the titular wild mustang). Along the way, there have been such other spinoffs as “Pony Tales” and “Riding ...

A girl and her horse were never meant to be in this movie about a wild mustang who can’t be broken
What you likely don’t picture when you think of wild horses are the ... of the historic and pioneer spirit of the West.” She started out by adopting untamed mustangs directly from the ...

Florida horse rescue center cares for wild mustangs
“There are a lot of horse advocates out there for the wild mustangs, too, who say, ‘Hey, this is an American heritage, a living symbol of the historic and pioneer spirit of the West.

A medley of mustangs: Oregon horse ranch rescues the overpopulated
(Because that always works.) So of course she winds up on an adventure with a wild mustang, Spirit, doing some death-defying riding that would never be attempted in any non-computer animated world.

‘Spirit Untamed’ not worth the horse it rode in on
It is the second film in the Spirit franchise ... the film’s story of a young girl and her unique connection to a wild mustang, Spirit. What’s also striking about it is that the story is ...

‘Spirit Untamed’ review: DreamWorks’ sweet new film about a brave girl and her horse
Along the way, she forms an unlikely connection with Spirit, a wild mustang. Doherty’s first task was to open the movie with a lullaby to be used when Lucky’s mother Milagro (voiced by Eiza González) ...

Composing the Empowering Theme of DreamWorks’ Animated Feature ‘Spirit Untamed’
Lucky is decidedly unimpressed with the sleepy little town. She has a change of heart when she meets Spirit, a wild Mustang who shares her independent streak, and befriends two local horseback ...

Spirit Untamed
the story of a young girl and her unique connection to a wild mustang, Spirit. What's also striking about "Spirit Untamed" is that the story is grounded within a (somewhat) realistic, recognizable ...

Movie review: 'Spirit Untamed' a grounded, sweet film with a moving message
Wild horses. They have been the ... of artists in a variety of mediums. The new film Spirit Untamed, in theaters now, focuses on a beautiful mustang and the young girl who forms a special bond ...

Taming A Spirit Isn’t Easy
ORCHID: To the DLR Stallion Ranch in Salineville, Columbiana County, for training wild mustang horses as therapy animals for military veterans suffering Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. The ...

Orchids and onions
(2:33) PG-13 Lucky Prescott's life is changed forever when she moves from her home in the city to a small frontier town and befriends a wild mustang named Spirit. With Isabela Merced, Jake ...

Movie Guide: What's playing in Aiken for the weekend of June 11
What you likely don’t picture when you think of wild horses are the ... of the historic and pioneer spirit of the West.” She started out by adopting untamed mustangs directly from the ...

Wild mustangs from the West come for Florida ‘healing’
"Old Man," a near thirty-year-old iconic Onaqui stallion gazes on wild horse protection leaders and the crew of "Wild Beauty: Mustang Spirit of the West." More than 100 advocates gather in Salt Lake ...

President Biden's Wild Horse Roundups Bring Surge in Advocacy with Rally Near White House, Film Release, and Billboard Truck
Along the way, she forms an unlikely connection with Spirit, a wild mustang. Doherty’s first task was to open the movie with a lullaby to be used when Lucky’s mother Milagro (voiced by Eiza ...
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